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Cardcaptor Sakura Collector's Edition 1
High school boys, be fools! Follow the bizarre adventures of Tadakuni, Hidenori and Yoshitake at the all boys, Sanada North High School.
This is a high school slice of life comedy that will keep you laughing.

Chobits Volume 5
CLAMP's masterwork Magic Knight Rayearth—now in a new translation! This update of the manga classic forms the centerpiece to any
CLAMP collection and is also a fantastic introduction to girl-powered adventure manga—perfect for fans of Sailor Moon and She-Ra. While
on a field trip to Tokyo Tower, three teenage girls cross a magical portal and are transported to another world called Cefiro. There they are
summoned through the last remaining strength of the Princess Emeraude, who believes the trio will become the magic knights who will save
her, as prophesied by legend.

Saiyuki: the Original Series Resurrected Edition 1
This volume collects the special one-shot story “The Decisive Battle of Planet Beast!” in addition to the bombastic “The Headmasters” and
“Super-God Masterforce” story arcs! Originally published in Japan for the burgeoning Transformers fandom in the '80s, these classic tales are
presented in English for the first time, alongside an enormous art gallery! -- VIZ Media

A Global Tribute to the Genius Behind Akira
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Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of one of the
most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering, and presented with
color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers
as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from author
Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Monster, human, friend and foe—definitions blur when Ed is trapped in the belly of the beast with his enemies.

Chobits 20th Anniversary Edition 2
Sakura opens an old book and learns that it was made by a magician named Clow Reed to hold the powerful, living Clow cards, but the cards
have escaped and she must recapture them before they use their abilities to do evil.

Tsubasa Omnibus
The multi-award winning world of Assassin's Creed visits a new era in the Vietnam War Tomo, one of the youngest members of the Japanese
Assassin cell, has uncovered a conspiracy. More of a man of science than a man of action, Tomo investigates further, leading him to follow
the footsteps of Assassins that operated during the Vietnam War. But what secrets will he uncover?

Magic Knight Rayearth 2
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it's back in a definitive collector's edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one of
the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the Collector's Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical
Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could've imagined.

Cardcaptor Sakura Collector's Edition 2
Watanuki Kimihiro is haunted by visions of ghosts and spirits. Seemingly by chance, he encounters a mysterious witch named Yuuko, who
claims she can help. In desperation, he accepts, but realizes that he’s just been tricked into working for Yuuko in order to pay off the cost of
her services. Soon he’s employed in her little shop—a job which turns out to be nothing like his previous work experience! Most of Yuuko’s
customers live in Japan, but Yuuko and Watanuki are about to have some unusual visitors named Sakura and Syaoran from a land called
Clow. . . . XXXHolic volume one crosses over with Tsubasa volume one! Don’t miss it! Includes special extras after the story!
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Kounodori: Dr. Stork
Watanuki is Yuko's unwilling assistant, but even he is compelled by the fascinating adventures he's had since he started working for the
"space-time witch." Yujo operates a shop that grants people what they need, but there is always a price to be paid.

Just Bloomed
MY GIRLFRIEND IS LARGER THAN LIFE For Rei, the impossible already happened when he met PaPiCo, a gorgeous porn star and the
subject of his every fantasy. The fact that she’s wound up with the power to grow to truly gigantic proportions is only the tip of an everstranger iceberg. The world sees a new anomaly every day, all of them orchestrated by a mysterious website called “E.T.E.” It offers its users
the opportunity to vote on how the world will end, one disaster at a time. Can Rei’s budding, forbidden romance survive this weird
apocalypse?

Cardcaptor Sakura
From the Peabody Award-winning creators of Jessica Jones comes a brand-new creation. PEARL is the story of an exceptional tattoo artist
and accidental assassin for one of the modern-day San Francisco Yakuza. She was born into one life, but another is calling to her. When
Pearl accidentally meets one of her peers, her doppelg nger from another clan, she starts to dream of a better life. But Pearl has a very
special ability that keeps pulling her back into the violent world she is desperate to escape. PEARL is a major series launch from writer Brian
Michael Bendis and artist Michael Gaydos that features their first brand-new original character since Jessica Jones. Fans of the Jessica
Jones comic and TV show will be thrilled and delighted by this bold new direction the creative team has taken.

Usagi Yojimbo/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
In order to protect Sakura from Yuna D. Kaito and his mysterious, powerful magic, a familiar face returns to Tomoeda to support Cerberus
and Yue. Meanwhile, Syaoran reveals the secret he’s kept long hidden from Sakura. Then Sakura finally learns the origin of the clear
cards–and what their sudden appearance means about her own magical powers…

If Witch, Then Which?, Vol. 1
With the manga and anime Akira, Katsuhiro Otomo changed art and pop culture worldwide. Now some of the most admired illustrators and
comics artists in the world have come together to pay tribute to this master, in a beautiful tribute art book. This 168-page collection began life
as a limited-edition tribute to Otomo given only to attendees of the prestigious Angoul me International Comics Festival, where Otomo was
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recipient of the Grand Prize in 2015. Now it's available to readers and collectors around the world, with additional content from a list of more
than 80 fine artists, illustrators, and comics legends, including Stan Sakai, Jiro Taniguchi, Tomer and Asaf Hanuka, and many others. In full
color at a large size.

Chobits 20th Anniversary Edition 1
Ever since a lifesaving blood transfusion, Haruka Kuze has been indebted to Maruna Rinjou. The only problem: How do you show your
gratitude to someone who barely gives you the time of day? So when he finds out she's actually a witch, Haruka swears he'll do whatever it
takes to help her graduate from magic school-even if it means cross-dressing as a girl! But does Maruna really hate him, or is there another
reason she gets so flustered when he's around?

Saint Young Men 6
If you’ve never experienced this unique, cute sci-fi romance about what it means to be human, now’s your chance! One of the biggest hits
from CLAMP, creators of xxxHOLiC and Magic Knight Rayearth, returns in a definitive, hardcover premium collector’s edition, featuring a
large size, premium paper, color pages, and more. After moving from the countryside into the big city, poor college student Hideki Motosuwa
finds himself down on his luck. All he wants is a good job, a girlfriend, and his very own “persocom” – the latest and greatest in humanoid
computer technology. Hideki’s luck changes one night when he finds Chi – an adorable, but seemingly broken, persocom thrown out in a pile
of trash. After taking her home, Hideki discovers that Chi is more responsibility than he expected – and that there’s much more to his cute
new persocom than meets the eye.

Fullmetal Alchemist: Fullmetal Edition, Vol. 10
Childbirth isn't an illness, so under normal circumstances, insurance won't cover it. Delivery staff doesn't cure disease or treat injuries, so
there's no need for a doctorunless, of course, circumstances aren't normal. This smash-hit drama gives a look into the lives of the men and
women who work to welcome 1,000,000 new lives into the world each year in Japan. Includes four arcs: Doorstep Mother, Threatened
Miscarriage, Gonorrhea and On Call.

Tsubasa Omnibus 10
If you've never experienced this unique, cute sci-fi romance about what it means to be human, now's your chance! One of the biggest hits
from CLAMP, creators of xxxHOLiC and Magic Knight Rayearth, returns in a definitive, hardcover premium collector's edition, featuring a
large size, premium paper, color pages, and more. After moving from the countryside into the big city, poor college student Hideki Motosuwa
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finds himself down on his luck. All he wants is a good job, a girlfriend, and his very own "persocom" - the latest and greatest in humanoid
computer technology. Hideki's luck changes one night when he finds Chi - an adorable, but seemingly broken, persocom thrown out in a pile
of trash. After taking her home, Hideki discovers that Chi is more responsibility than he expected - and that there's much more to his cute new
persocom than meets the eye.

Assassin's Creed Bloodstone Volume 2
The divine live among usin a flat in western Tokyo! After centuries of hard work, Jesus and Buddha take a break from their heavenly duties to
relax among the people of Japan, and their adventures in this lighthearted buddy comedy are sure to bring mirth and merriment to all! Buddha
the Enlightened One and Jesus, Son of God have successfully brought the 20th century to a close, and after a few millennia of guiding
humanity to salvation, these two sacred ones are in need of some rest and relaxation. They decide to share an apartment on Earth in Tokyo,
but living among mortals in the 21st century is no cakewalk for the saintly duo They may find it difficult to navigate modern Japanese living,
but Jesus' carefree attitude along with Buddha's domestic qualities and maybe a few divine interventions will surely allow them to enjoy their
new lives with peace and love.

Get hot (Love Manga)
I’m 24, never had a boyfriend, and the furthest thing away from “pretty.” I don’t get how “cute girls” can be so touchy-feely and puppy-eyed…
Out of the blue, Nakahara, a new employee at work asked me out! We were about to kiss, but it was a prank set up by the other guys at
work… I wonder if I’ll ever be popular with the guys. While I was mumbling at the family altar, the Onono Komachi appeared in front of me!
And she’s my ancestor!? And she’s gonna give me tips on how to be get male attention!? 82 pages.

Crobots
Having left the country for a cram school in the city, Hideki Motosuwa has humorous and unusual experiences with Chi, a "persocom," or
miniature android and personal computer.

Chobits 20th Anniversary Edition 3
If you've never experienced this unique, cute sci-fi romance about what it means to be human, now's your chance! One of the biggest hits
from CLAMP, creators of xxxHOLiC and Magic Knight Rayearth, returns in a definitive, hardcover premium collector's edition, featuring a
large size, premium paper, color pages, and more. After moving from the countryside into the big city, poor college student Hideki Motosuwa
finds himself down on his luck. All he wants is a good job, a girlfriend, and his very own "persocom" - the latest and greatest in humanoid
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computer technology. Hideki's luck changes one night when he finds Chi - an adorable, but seemingly broken, persocom thrown out in a pile
of trash. After taking her home, Hideki discovers that Chi is more responsibility than he expected - and that there's much more to his cute new
persocom than meets the eye.

Chobits 20th Anniversary Edition 2
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of one of the
most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering, and presented with
color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers
as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from author
Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. But before the Elrics’ personal tragedy, a bloody, unjust war caused suffering for many of their friends and allies.

Elfen Lied Omnibus
The complete Usagi Yojimbo / Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle story collection! Comics master Stan Sakai has been curating crossover stories
between his creation, Usagi Yojimbo, and the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles for decades, and now every one of those stories is collected in
one place! This beautiful tome is the perfect addition for any Usagi Yojimbo or TMNT fan! While Usagi Yojimbo embarks on the warrior's
pilgrimage throughout Edo-era Japan, using his samurai skills to help those in need, four teenage brothers in a half shell from the sewers of
New York City protect their home from crime utilizing their ninja capabilities. Both fighting for good and prevailing over evil, it's only fitting that
they meet up and join forces.

Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card 7
After moving from the countryside into the big city, poor college student Hideki Motosuwa finds himself down on his luck. All he wants is a
good job, a girlfriend, and his very own “persocom” – the latest and greatest in humanoid computer technology. Hideki’s luck changes one
night when he finds Chi – an adorable, but seemingly broken, persocom thrown out in a pile of trash. After taking her home, Hideki discovers
that Chi is more responsibility than he expected – and that there’s much more to his cute new persocom than meets the eye.

Chobits 20th Anniversary Edition 3
Together with some strange companions, Sayaoran begins an epic quest through the universe to save the one he loves. Running from
2003-2009, Tsubasa was one of CLAMP's most successful series - they are the collective also responsible for Magic Knight Rayearth (Dark
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Horse) and Cardcaptor Sakura (Dark Horse). This series features many of the characters from CLAMP's equally popular xxxHOLiC (also
available from Turnaround), which is also to be released as an omnibus later in the year by Kodansha Comics.

Butcher Baker the Righteous Maker
Into the Labyrinth -- Sakura takes to the sky in pursuit of the "fuzzy thing" that made her friend Akiho fall asleep, and in the process gains
another of the mysterious transparent cards. Then, a visit to the bakery where Yukito works goes awry when a giant labyrinth appears and
swallows them both up! Syaoran makes his combat debut alongside Sakura in a fiery battle to capture the most dangerous card yet--and of
course, they're both wearing outfits from Tomoyo!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: the Ultimate Collection, Vol. 5
Seventeen years after the original Cardcaptor Sakura manga ended, CLAMP returns with more magical clow card adventures! Clear Card
picks up right where Cardcaptor Sakura left off, with Sakura and Syaoran starting junior high school. With the Final Judgment passed, Sakura
thinks school life will be quiet, but then all her cards suddenly turn blank! The mysterious new power she discovers will change how she
thinks about her powers

Clear Card
"Butcher Baker was the preeminent, All-American superhero. Now he's getting laid. A lot. But one last mission could signal his return to glory,
and now he's back on the blacktop! It's a balls-out, pimp-slappin', surreal super-epic" --

Chobits Art Book: Your Eyes Only
Together with some strange companions, Sayaoran begins an epic quest through the universe to save the one he loves. Running from
2003-2009, Tsubasa was one of Clamp's most successful series - they are the collective also responsible for Magic Knight Rayearth (Dark
Horse) and Cardcaptor Sakura (Dark Horse). This series features many of the characters from Clamp's equally popular xxxHOLiC (also
available from Turnaround). This edition collects the next three Tsubasa stories, and is a charming and action-stuffed adventure, a must for
manga fans of all ages.

GIGANT Vol. 2
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it's back in a definitive collector's edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one of
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the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the Collector's Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical
Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could've imagined.

Xxxholic
v. 1: "This Dark Horse Manga omnibus collects Elfen Lied chapters 1-27, as well as three special bonus chapters found in Elfen Lied
Volumes 1-3."

Cardcaptor Sakura
Witness the Aftermath of the stunning second season of Star Trek: Discovery! An all-new graphic novel that ties directly into Season Two of
the hit CBS All Access series! After the disappearance of the U.S.S. Discovery, Captain Pike and Chancellor L'Rell seek to forge a peace
treaty between the Federation and the Klingons. But when a new enemy threatens to sabotage the negotiations, Spock must reclaim his
place in Starfleet to save his friends and prevent the outbreak of a new war!

The Daily Lives of High School Boys, Volume 4
One Man, Three Yokai, and a Dragon on a Road Trip to Hell! The boys are back, in 400-page hardcovers that are as pretty and badass as
they are. This hit adventure, which blends mythology from around the world into a classic adventure story, has been out of print for years, and
this collector's edition is a fitting celebration of its return! Genjo is a Buddhist priest in the city of Shangri-La, which is being ravaged by yokai
spirits that have fallen out of balance with the natural order. His superiors send him on a journey far to the west to discover why this is
happening and how to stop it. His companions are three yokai with human souls. But this is no day trip -- the four will encounter many
discoveries and horrors on the way, and on the road, Genjo will wonder can he really trust his supernatural companions?

Pearl (2018-) #1
FRIENDS FOR LIFE When there’s magical trouble in Fiore, everyone knows they count on the powerful women of Fairy Tail. The girls are
faced with a new batch of problems to solve, from the dangerous to the romantic! Lucy, Erza, Juvia, and Wendy are called to investigate one
of the kingdom’s most powerful corporations after an intrepid journalist uncovers some dark secrets. Wendy needs little help from her friends
to become a love guru, and the group must also stop a string of public bombings. But the biggest challenge is waiting for Lucy when she’s
forced to play nurse when the girls get sick. Can she handle things on her own without her beloved team? Final volume!
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Xxxholic Omnibus
The more people Hideki talks to, the more he learns just how gray and complicated the line between humans and persocoms is. From his
former boss, Ueda, to his coworker, Yumi, and his friend, Minoru, Hideki discovers that persocoms are so much more than convenient pieces
of technology. With Chi missing, and her past just as mysterious as ever, Hideki finds himself questioning what Chi really is to him—a
question he’ll have to answer before it’s too late.

Transformers: The Manga, Vol. 2
Amigurumi--Japanese for cute, little stuffed dolls. (See cute book cover if you're having trouble with the translation.) It's the latest and hottest
craft craze among young and trendy crafters. Crobots features a 20-strong army of charming, cuddly amigurumi designs such as BigBot,
BabyBot (don't let his age fool you), Geisha, DogBot, CatBot, and Thinker. The pattern for each design is simple enough for crochet novices,
yet can be adapted to keep the experts interested and amused.

Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card 7
Featuring work from the popular manga series, a highly-anticipated compilation showcases gorgeous art from CLAMP, the world's most
popular manga studio.

Fairy Girls
A thorough look back at the TMNT's comic book origins with their first stories plus insightful annotations from co-creators Kevin Eastman and
Peter Laird. Rediscover the underground roots of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles with this special collection of Mirage Studios' issues #56-62
which includes the conclusion to the epic City at War storyline. With over 180 pages of mutated-martial arts action along with annotations
following each issue, this volume is perfect for fans to relive the glorious days of the Turtles' origins as well as an excellent place for new
readers to see where the TMNT phenomenon began.

Star Trek: Discovery - Aftermath
After graduating from an all-boys' high school, Iori Kitahara moves away from home to go to college in a seaside town. He's eager to start a
new chapter in his life - one filled with dreams of reinventing himself, meeting beautiful girls, and revelling in his youth. But when his new
abode is his uncle's dive shop, Iori's college debut doesn't turn out as glamorously as he planned! Can Iori keep himself afloat, or will the
booze-fuelled antics of his university's diving club wash him away?!
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Fullmetal Alchemist: Fullmetal Edition, Vol. 9
Seen in Tight, Sizzle and elsewhere, Lopez has an uncanny knack at translating to paper the disarming innocence and guilt-free freshness of
women who have just entered adulthood. Here is a gallery of tender fresh blooms, All-American sweetie pies in all their stunning variety. Who
needs a teddy bear when you can cuddle with these!
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